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year / date of issue : 03/29/2018 version : 1.3.1 developer : blue cat audio developers website : blue cat audio format : vst, vst3, aax, au bit depth : 32bit, 64bit tabletka : cured system requirements : an sse2-enabled processor (pentium 4 or newer). microsoft windows vista, windows 7, 8 or 10. microsoft visual c ++ 2017 redistributable
package an intel processor. mac os sierra (10.12), mac os x el capitan (10.11), mac os x yosemite (10.10), mavericks (10.9), mountain lion (10.8), lion (10.7). with blue cat's patchwork, it is possible to map sub plug-ins parameters in order to control them with host automation, an external control surface, or simply within blue cat's patchwork's
user interface. thanks to the included learn mode, simply touching the knobs of your favorite plug-ins will let you assign parameters for external control (up to 40 parameters can be mapped). blue cat patchwork allows you to audition the effect chains before choosing the one that fits best on a track. the plug-in automatically selects the
required number of channels for each plug-in depending on its own configuration: effect plug-ins will process only the main audio channels and leave aux and side chain channels unaffected. plug-ins which appear to have a side chain input will receive the side chain inputs. plug-ins with aux outputs will be connected to aux channels if blue
cat's patchwork is configured with aux outputs too. blue cat's patchwork are ideal for newbies who are looking for an affordable and effective daw for their first jam, recording or mixing session: it's convenient and intuitive, loaded with presets, and the built-in sound engine is powerful enough to play a musical part in your music creation.
combined with blue cats's other plugins, it will allow you to create highly professional sounds without spending a fortune.
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Blue Cats PatchWork Free form is a vailable to everyone without imposing any obstructions over the activity or device. It can take up to 64 VSTs, VST3s, Audio Unit, or inherent modules into any Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) on one occasion. It is conceivable to chain effects in series or jump to 8 equal chains that can be controlled
independently. This enables you to make your precious impacts or instruments setups inside the module, without the need of a long time. These setups can be saved as presets and reviewed immediately, or imparted to various DAWs (full rundown underneath). Try out the underlying sound impacts to add tone to your own module chains. Blue
Cats PatchWork Basic form is a moderately compact amalgamation, that can take up to 64 VSTs, VST3s, Audio Unit, or inherent modules into any Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) on one occasion. It is conceivable to chain impacts in series or jump to 8 equal chains that can be controlled independently. This enables you to make your treasured

impacts or instruments setups inside the module, without the requirement of a long time. These setups can be saved as presets and reviewed immediately, or imparted to various DAWs (full rundown underneath). Try out the underlying sound impacts to add tone to your own module chains. 5ec8ef588b
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